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Arrest
From the author the classic The Wizards of
Armageddon and Pulitzer Prize finalist comes the
definitive history of American policy on nuclear
war—and Presidents’ actions in nuclear crises—from
Truman to Trump. Fred Kaplan, hailed by The New
York Times as “a rare combination of defense
intellectual and pugnacious reporter,” takes us into
the White House Situation Room, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff’s “Tank” in the Pentagon, and the vast
chambers of Strategic Command to bring us the
untold stories—based on exclusive interviews and
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previously classified documents—of how America’s
presidents and generals have thought about,
threatened, broached, and just barely avoided nuclear
war from the dawn of the atomic age until today.
Kaplan’s historical research and deep reporting will
stand as the permanent record of politics. Discussing
theories that have dominated nightmare scenarios
from Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Kaplan presents the
unthinkable in terms of mass destruction and
demonstrates how the nuclear war reality will not go
away, regardless of the dire consequences.

Disarm (Disarm #1)
Slackers meets Savage Detectives in this polyphonic
ode to the pleasures of not measuring up.

Disarming the Nation
My rules for being a Manhattan billionaire's fake
girlfriend No kissing. No fooling around. No falling in
love. What can possibly go wrong? Note to self: When
your boyfriend dumps you on your thirtieth birthday,
it's probably not the smartest idea to drink so much
that you wake up in the same bed as the mysterious
hottie wearing the gorgeous suit who you noticed
sitting across the bar. The only silver lining in my
obvious lack of judgment is the promise of never
seeing Mr. Suit again, not in a city the size of New
York. Or so I thought, until a story I'm working on
about the country's most sought-after and elusive
escort lands me in the same café as Mr. Suit. So I do
what any self-respecting woman of my age would do
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in my shoes Try to ignore him. But he won't let me.
Instead he makes a proposition that leaves me
questioning whether I need to have my ears checked.
Be his fake girlfriend for a summer of wealth and
excess in the Hamptons. In return, he'll help me win
back my boyfriend's heart. Juvenile? You bet.
Effective? Could be. Bad idea? Most likely. But what
do I have to lose? Apparently, a lot more than I
originally bargained for. Let the games begin Dating
Games is a standalone modern retelling of Cinderella
meeting her billionaire Prince Charming. If you like a
sassy heroine, a sinful hero, and a whole lot of laughs,
then you'll love this fake relationship romance. The
Dating Games Series Recommended Reading Order
Each book in this series can be enjoyed separately as
each revolves around a different couple, but for the
best reading experience it is recommended to read in
the order below. 1. Dating Games 2. Wicked Games
2.5. Mind Games 3. Dangerous Games 4. Royal
Games * * * What readers are saying about Dating
Games: "If you love a sassy heroine, a sexy hero, a
fake relationship romance, and a whole lot of laughs
this a must read book!" - The Little Bookworm "What
an astonishingly beautiful love story." - Spellbound
Stories "Dating Games is a fun and flirty romance with
a fairytale ending that's guaranteed to melt your
heart. Boasting endearing characters and a delightful
premise that's served up with a healthy side of
humor, Julian and Evie's story is an easy, witty read,
that's just perfect to curl up in bed with. - Goodreads
Reviewer "T.K. is so good at giving us an array of
stories. The angst she can write, the compassion she
can pen, and the humor she can tell . . . all make her
one of the best of the best." - A Book A Day
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"Engrossing, entertaining and highly refreshing, yet it
will tug at your heart-strings as it evokes a range of
emotions from you. - Goodreads Reviewer "This book
was brilliant. It was hilarious and had me chuckling to
myself the whole way through" - Queen of the Books
"Whether it's a gritty raw romance, angst riddled love
or a bit of a mystery wrapped in romance. T.K. Leigh
can write them all beautifully." - Bibliophile Chloe * * *
Topics: fake relationship romance, billionaire,
hamptons, male escort, contemporary romance,
modern romance, New York romance, summer
romance, funny romance, smart romance, humorous
romance, romantic comedy, city romance,
lighthearted romance, hot romance, proposal,
proposal romance, engagement, engagement
romance, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, love,
love books, kissing books, emotional journey,
contemporary, contemporary romance, romance
series, romance series, USA Today bestseller, USA
Today bestselling romance author, T.K. Leigh, T.K.
Leigh books, wealthy hero, billionaire hero, sassy
heroine, strong heroine, funny heroine, quirky
heroine, mysterious hero, domestic violence,
domestic violence romance, second chance romance,
gripping romance, captivating romance, hot romance,
steamy romance,

Some of Us Did Not Die
My guardian angel is a devil in disguise.He hates me.
He protects me.He watches me.My stalker is obsessed
with keeping me safe. He calls me his prettiest
debt.An assassin in the notorious Bullet gang, he uses
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his empire to control my life. Everything I know is a
lie.What started as a debt turned into something
more. What started as regret turned into
obsession.Ambition is his muse and I am his
conscience. Our past may bind us together, but his
enemies will tear us apart.My guardian angel is a
devil in disguise.He hates me. He protects me.And I
think I love him.

The Henry Sessions (Disarm #4)
Bestselling author June Gray's romances have been
praised as 'scorching hot'(MsRomantic Reads). Now,
in her latest scintillating read, one woman is torn
between remembering her past and committing to an
unpredictable future . . . Julie Keaton had everything she had a new career in a new city and, more
importantly, a bright future with fiance, Jason
Sherman. That is, until the day she discovered that he
had been killed in Afghanistan. In one moment, her
life changed, as everything she'd hoped for died along
with him. Years later and Julie still feels the
aftershocks of Jason's death. She is no longer the
same adventurous, open girl; now she wears armor
around her heart in order to protect the most
important thing in her life - her son. But when Julie
meets the mysterious Neal, she starts to feel the
smallest flicker of hope, as what began as a fling
quickly becomes something more. Neal is the first
man since Jason's death to break down her armor and
make her believe again. But when she discovers the
secret he's been keeping, she has to ask herself- can
she surrender to a future with Neal or will Jason's
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death forever tie her to the past? Praise for the novels
of June Gray-'Fast and furious.' MsRomantic
Reads'Trust me . . . it definitely hooks you!' Three
Chicks and Their Books'A hot romance that swells
your heart.' The Book Whisperer

Churchill, Hitler, and "The Unnecessary
War"
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
The Wall Street Journal • O: The Oprah Magazine •
BookPage • Kirkus Reviews • Booklist • School Library
Journal In this striking literary debut, Carol Rifka Brunt
unfolds a moving story of love, grief, and renewal as
two lonely people become the unlikeliest of friends
and find that sometimes you don’t know you’ve lost
someone until you’ve found them. NATIONAL
BESTSELLER • NAMED A FAVORITE READ BY GILLIAN
FLYNN • WINNER OF THE ALEX AWARD 1987. There’s
only one person who has ever truly understood
fourteen-year-old June Elbus, and that’s her uncle, the
renowned painter Finn Weiss. Shy at school and
distant from her older sister, June can only be herself
in Finn’s company; he is her godfather, confidant, and
best friend. So when he dies, far too young, of a
mysterious illness her mother can barely speak about,
June’s world is turned upside down. But Finn’s death
brings a surprise acquaintance into June’s
life—someone who will help her to heal, and to
question what she thinks she knows about Finn, her
family, and even her own heart. At Finn’s funeral, June
notices a strange man lingering just beyond the
crowd. A few days later, she receives a package in the
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mail. Inside is a beautiful teapot she recognizes from
Finn’s apartment, and a note from Toby, the stranger,
asking for an opportunity to meet. As the two begin to
spend time together, June realizes she’s not the only
one who misses Finn, and if she can bring herself to
trust this unexpected friend, he just might be the one
she needs the most. An emotionally charged comingof-age novel, Tell the Wolves I’m Home is a tender
story of love lost and found, an unforgettable portrait
of the way compassion can make us whole again.
Praise for Tell the Wolves I’m Home “A dazzling debut
novel.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “This compassionate
and vital novel will rivet readers until the very end. . .
. The narrative is as tender and raw as an exposed
nerve, pulsing with the sharpest agonies and
ecstasies of the human condition.”—BookPage
“Tremendously moving.”—The Wall Street Journal
“Transcendent . . . Peopled by characters who will live
in readers’ imaginations long after the final page is
turned, Brunt’s novel is a beautifully bittersweet
mixture of heartbreak and hope.”—Booklist (starred
review) “Carol Rifka Brunt establishes herself as an
emerging author to watch.”—Minneapolis Star Tribune
“Touching and ultimately hopeful.”—People Look for
special features inside. Join the Random House
Reader’s Circle for author chats and more.

Golden Boy
Get Your Health Back for Good In 30 Days Millions of
Americans have thyroid disorders and don’t even
know it. Dr. Becky Campbell, who has years of
experience in the field, was one of those people but
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cured herself using this revolutionary program. What
makes this approach different—and more effective for
lifelong results—is that it looks for root causes and
offers a well-rounded, holistic treatment plan that
addresses lifestyle, diet, environmental toxins and
more. This way, you can fix the underlying problem
rather than covering up the symptoms. Because the
thyroid affects every system in the body, a whole host
of symptoms can arise and can vary from person to
person. To help individuals find the root cause of their
thyroid disorder, Dr. Becky Campbell explains the
seven hidden triggers that cause illness: gut
infections, leaky gut and food sensitivities, vitamin
deficiencies, HPA-axis imbalance, heavy metal
toxicity, sex hormone dysfunction and chronic
infections. She then provides her all-natural treatment
plan, which includes a highly effective and easy-tofollow 30-day reset diet, so you can find which foods
work for your body and which do not. She will also
help you adjust your lifestyle with recipes for toxinfree products, ways to reduce stress and much more.
Invest in your health and use The 30-Day Thyroid
Reset Plan to heal your body for life.

Disarm: The Complete Novel
"This is a gripping and fully-realized novel." —Emily
St. John Mandel, National Book Award-nominated
author of Station Eleven 2014 LAMBDA LITERARY
AWARD FINALIST WINNER OF THE 2014 ALEX AWARD
BOOKLIST TOP 10 FIRST NOVEL OF 2013 SCHOOL
LIBRARY JOURNAL BEST BOOK OF 2013 Max Walker is
a golden boy. Attractive, intelligent, and athletic, he’s
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the perfect son, the perfect friend, and the perfect
crush for the girls in his school. He’s even really nice
to his little brother. Karen, Max’s mother, is
determined to maintain the façade of effortless
excellence she has constructed through the years, but
now that the boys are getting older, she worries that
the façade might soon begin to crumble. Adding to
the tension, her husband Steve has chosen this
moment to stand for election to Parliament. The
spotlight of the media is about to encircle their lives.
The Walkers are hiding something, you see. Max is
special. Max is different. Max is intersex. When an
enigmatic childhood friend named Hunter steps out of
his past and abuses his trust in the worst possible
way, Max is forced to consider the nature of his wellkept secret. Why won’t his parents talk about it? What
else are they hiding from Max about his condition and
from each other? The deeper Max goes, the more
questions emerge about where it all leaves him and
what his future holds, especially now that he’s
starting to fall head over heels for someone for the
first time in his life. Will his friends accept him if he is
no longer the Golden Boy? Will anyone ever want
him—desire him—once they know? And the biggest
one of all, the question he has to look inside himself
to answer: Who is Max Walker, really? Golden Boy is a
novel you’ll read in one sitting but will never forget; at
once a riveting tale of a family in crisis, a fascinating
exploration of identity, and a coming-of-age story like
no other.

My Salinger Year
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A quirky love story set in Dublin that's perfect for fans
of PS, I Love You and Jojo Moyes, Grace After Henry is
a funny, heartfelt debut novel about one woman
learning what it means to move on and to let go
When her fiancé, Henry Walsh, is killed in a freak
biking accident, Grace feels like she's lost her own
shadow. For five years, they'd been inseparable: five
years of the most rollicking, soul-finding love Grace
thought any two people could share. In his absence,
Grace picks up the pieces of her life: She moves into
the dream house they bought together, she returns to
work as a chef, she watches TV with her nosy elderly
neighbor, but through it all she's ever aware of the
Henry-shaped hole in her life. Until his long-lost twin
brother knocks on her door. Andy is Henry, and yet
he's not quite. Newly arrived in Dublin on his own
search for answers, he makes Grace's loss feel both
greater and smaller. Soon Grace isn't sure if she's
learning to let go or becoming desperate to hold on.
Filled with a warm and zany cast of characters all
searching for a sense of home, Grace After Henry is a
funny, tender, and bittersweet story about love, loss,
and second chances.

Tell the Wolves I'm Home
PART TWO OF JUNE GRAY'S DISARM SERIES The
continuing story of Elsie and Henry Elsie has waited
six long months for Henry to return from his
deployment in Afghanistan. But she learns that,
sometimes, the person who leaves for war is rarely
the same one who comes home Don't miss Retreat,
part three of the Disarm series!
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Citizen
Poignant, keenly observed, and irresistibly funny: a
memoir about literary New York in the late nineties, a
pre-digital world on the cusp of vanishing, where a
young woman finds herself entangled with one of the
last great figures of the century. At twenty-three,
after leaving graduate school to pursue her dreams of
becoming a poet, Joanna Rakoff moves to New York
City and takes a job as assistant to the storied literary
agent for J. D. Salinger. She spends her days in a
plush, wood-paneled office, where Dictaphones and
typewriters still reign and old-time agents doze at
their desks after martini lunches. At night she goes
home to the tiny, threadbare Williamsburg apartment
she shares with her socialist boyfriend. Precariously
balanced between glamour and poverty, surrounded
by titanic personalities, and struggling to trust her
own artistic instinct, Rakoff is tasked with answering
Salinger’s voluminous fan mail. But as she reads the
candid, heart-wrenching letters from his readers
around the world, she finds herself unable to type out
the agency’s decades-old form response. Instead,
drawn inexorably into the emotional world of
Salinger’s devotees, she abandons the template and
begins writing back. Over the course of the year, she
finds her own voice by acting as Salinger’s, on her
own dangerous and liberating terms. Rakoff paints a
vibrant portrait of a bright, hungry young woman
navigating a heady and longed-for world, trying to
square romantic aspirations with burgeoning selfawareness, the idea of a life with life itself. Charming
and deeply moving, filled with electrifying glimpses of
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an American literary icon, My Salinger Year is the
coming-of-age story of a talented writer. Above all, it
is a testament to the universal power of books to
shape our lives and awaken our true selves. From the
Hardcover edition.

The Narcissist's Playbook
PART FOUR OF JUNE GRAY'S DISARM SERIES In
eighteen days, a life can change Henry talks about
the past during his therapy sessions but one night
puts everything into question, including his
relationship with the woman he's loved all his life.
Don't miss Engage, part five of the Disarm series!

Cold Fire
A manual for verbal self-defense explains how to
transform hostility, eliminate aggression, handle
tormenters, control emotion, and promote
harmonious conversation.

Feng Shui and Health
Do you know someone who is overly arrogant, shows
an extreme lack of empathy, or exhibits an inflated
sense of entitlement? Do they exploit others, or
engage in magical thinking? These are all traits of
narcissistic personality disorder, and when it comes to
dealing with narcissists, it can be difficult to get your
point across. So how do you handle the narcissistic
people in your life? You might interact with them in
social or professional settings, and you might even
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love one—so ignoring them isn’t really a practical
solution. They're frustrating, and maybe even
intimidating, but ultimately, you need to find a way of
communicating effectively with them. Disarming the
Narcissist, Second Edition, will show you how to move
past the narcissist's defenses using compassionate,
empathetic communication. You'll learn how
narcissists view the world, how to navigate their
coping styles, and why, oftentimes, it's sad and lonely
being a narcissist. By learning to anticipate and avoid
certain hot-button issues, you'll be able to relate to
narcissists without triggering aggression. By
validating some common narcissistic concerns, you'll
also find out how to be heard in conversation with a
narcissist. This book will help you learn to meet your
own needs while side-stepping unproductive power
struggles and senseless arguments with someone
who is at the center of his or her own universe. This
new edition also includes new chapters on dealing
with narcissistic women, aggressive and abusive
narcissists, strategies for safety, and the link between
narcissism and sex addiction. Finally, you'll learn how
to set limits with your narcissist and when it's time to
draw the line on unacceptable behavior.

Grace After Henry
In the early hours of June 26, 1948, phones began
ringing across America, waking up the airmen of
World War II—pilots, navigators, and mechanics—who
were finally beginning normal lives with new houses,
new jobs, new wives, and new babies. Some were
given just forty-eight hours to report to local military
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bases. The president, Harry S. Truman, was recalling
them to active duty to try to save the desperate
people of the western sectors of Berlin, the enemy
capital many of them had bombed to rubble only
three years before. Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin had
ordered a blockade of the city, isolating the people of
West Berlin, using hundreds of thousands of Red
Army soldiers to close off all land and water access to
the city. He was gambling that he could drive out the
small detachments of American, British, and French
occupation troops, because their only option was to
stay and watch Berliners starve—or retaliate by
starting World War III. The situation was impossible,
Truman was told by his national security advisers,
including the Joint Chiefs of Staff. His answer: "We
stay in Berlin. Period." That was when the phones
started ringing and local police began banging on
doors to deliver telegrams to the vets. Drawing on
service records and hundreds of interviews in the
United States, Germany, and Great Britain, Reeves
tells the stories of these civilian airmen, the
successors to Stephen Ambrose’s "Citizen Soldiers,"
ordinary Americans again called to extraordinary
tasks. They did the impossible, living in barns and
muddy tents, flying over Soviet-occupied territory day
and night, trying to stay awake, making it up as they
went along and ignoring Russian fighters and
occasional anti-aircraft fire trying to drive them to
hostile ground. The Berlin Airlift changed the world. It
ended when Stalin backed down and lifted the
blockade, but only after the bravery and sense of duty
of those young heroes had bought the Allies enough
time to create a new West Germany and sign the
mutual defense agreement that created NATO, the
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North Atlantic Treaty Organization. And then they
went home again. Some of them forgot where they
had parked their cars after they got the call.

Outlander
"She remains a thinker and activist who 'insists upon
complexity.' "Reamy Jansen, San Francisco
Chronicle*Some of Us Did Not Die brings together a
rich sampling of the late poet June Jordan's prose
writings. The essays in this collection, which include
her last writings and span the length of her
extraordinary career, reveal Jordan as an incisive
analyst of the personal and public costs of remaining
committed to the ideal and practice of democracy.
Willing to venture into the most painful contradictions
of American culture and politics, Jordan comes back
with lyrical honesty, wit, and wide-ranging intelligence
in these accounts of her reckoning with life as a
teacher, poet, activist, and citizen.

Running to the Edge
A hilarious and unique graphic novel of friendship,
family, and what happens when you defy and exceed
expectations.

The Bomb
Follows Elsie Sherman as she finally acts on the crush
she's had on her brother's best friend since she was a
little girl.
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The Eyes of Heisenberg
Life begins at happily ever after… For Elsie and Henry,
getting married and buying a house is only the
beginning of their passionate new adventure. Elsie is
flourishing in her job while Henry embarks on a new
career as a police officer. Everything, it seems, has
finally fallen into place. Just when it’s all smooth
sailing, they face life-altering changes that make Elsie
question her ability to adapt. With Henry’s job putting
him in constant danger, she watches helplessly while
he slips back into his old habits. Elsie must find a
way—through any means necessary—to prevent the
past from repeating. With the sand constantly shifting
underfoot, Elsie and Henry have to figure out how to
strengthen their bond—before they end up losing
what matters most…

Disarming Beauty
Respected conservative talk show host, blogger and
TV commentator Dana Loesch gives her views on the
history and intent of the Second Amendment and
discusses what she believes gun confiscation would
mean to Americans' basic rights as citizens. How
many people in America today are truly well-versed in
the history of the Second Amendment, and why it was
included in the Bill of Rights? In HANDS OFF MY GUN,
Dana Loesch explains why the Founding Fathers
included the right to bear arms in the Bill of Rights,
and argues that "gun control" regulations throughout
history have been used to keep minority populations
under control. She also contends that current
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arguments in favor of gun control are primarily based
on emotions and fear. This narrative is a must-read
for every Second Amendment supporter. Dana Loesch
is a determined and fierce advocate for those rights
and shouts out: hands off my gun!

Hands Off My Gun
"Captures what fame looks like, and how it affects us
alla fun, juicy love story!"--Elizabeth Banks Solène
Marchand, the thirty-nine-year-old owner of an art
gallery in Los Angeles, is reluctant to take her
daughter, Isabelle, to meet her favorite boy band. But
since her divorce, she’s more eager than ever to be
close to Isabelle. The last thing Solène expects is to
make a connection with one of the members of the
world-famous August Moon. But Hayes Campbell is
clever, winning, confident, and posh, and the
attraction is immediate. That he is all of twenty years
old further complicates things. What begins as a
series of clandestine trysts quickly evolves into a
passionate and genuine relationship. It is a journey
that spans continents as Solène and Hayes navigate
each other’s worlds: from stadium tours to
international art fairs to secluded hideaways in Paris
and Miami. For Solène, it is a reclaiming of self, as
well as a rediscovery of happiness and love. When
Solène and Hayes’ romance becomes a viral
sensation, and both she and her daughter become the
target of rabid fans and an insatiable media, Solène
must face how her romantic life has impacted the
lives of those she cares about most.
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A Lovely Obsession
A New World in Embryo Public Law 10927 was clear
and direct. Parents were permitted to watch the
genetic alterations of their gametes by skilled
surgeons . . . only no one ever requested it. When
Lizbeth and Harvey Durant decided to invoke the Law;
when Dr. Potter did not rearrange the most unusual
genetic structure of their future son, barely an
embryo growing in the State's special vat-the
consequences of these decisions threatened to be
catastrophic. For never before had anyone dared defy
the Rulers' decrees . . . and if They found out, it was
well known that the price of disobedience was the
extermination of the human race . . . At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Finding West
Do you have a narcissist, sociopath, or psychopath in
your life, or think that you might? Do you continually
feel anxious around someone in your life, but can’t
pinpoint why? Do conversations seem to go off track,
leaving you feeling knocked off balance and
confused? Does it feel like they are making your life a
living hell, but they insist that you are too sensitive,
crazy, or to blame? Perhaps you know you are being
manipulated or abused, but don’t know how to make
it stop. The Narcissist’s Playbook can help. Dana
Morningstar is a domestic violence advocate, author,
podcaster, YouTuber, speaker, and group leader. She
writes from personal as well as professional
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experience in the field of domestic violence
awareness, narcissistic abuse, and advocacy. Some of
the topics covered in The Narcissist’s Playbook are:
-What manipulation is and isn’t. -How to spot
manipulative behaviors early (and why most people
struggle with this). -How and why people get caught
up with manipulators, and why they have a hard time
breaking free. -How to identify the emotional “hook”
that is keeping you stuck in manipulation and what
you can do about it. - How to effectively disable
manipulation as it is happening. - How to identify the
common personality traits that are frequently
exploited by manipulators. You can take back your
life. The Narcissist’s Playbook tells you how.

Among Strange Victims
A man on a mission must come to terms with his
forgotten past in this gripping thriller from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Dean Koontz. In
Portland, he saved a young boy from a drunk driver.
In Boston, he rescued a child from an underground
explosion. In Houston, he disarmed a man who was
trying to shoot his own wife. Reporter Holly Thorne
was intrigued by this strange quiet savior named Jim
Ironheart. She was even falling in love with him. But
what power compelled an ordinary man to save
twelve lives in three months? What visions haunted
his dreams? And why did he whisper in his sleep:
There is an Enemy. It is coming. It’ll kill us all?

Homage to Catalonia
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Part one of a two-part series. Kat Hollister is a tomboy
who lives in t-shirts and dirty jeans and doesn't give a
shit what the world thinks. She lives alone in a small
town in Alaska and closes everyone out, with only her
dog Josie by her side. For Kat, love and relationships
are for the weak, and she is anything but. Until one
cold night when she finds a stranger stumbling on the
side of a dark road, a man who has lost his memory.
She gives him temporary shelter against the
snowstorm, but what she doesn't count on is the
friendship that blooms. This man—who has no
identity—starts to teach her things about herself she
never knew, and she begins to wonder if maybe she'd
been wrong about love and trust all along. Finding
West is a 56,000 word erotic romance. For readers 18
and up.

Disarm
The story of visionary American running coach Bob
Larsen's mismatched team of elite California runners
who would win championships and Olympic glory in a
decades-long pursuit of "the epic run." In the dusty
hills above San Diego, Bob Larsen became America's
greatest running coach. Running to the Edge is a
riveting account of Larsen's journey, and his quest to
discover the unorthodox training secrets that would
lead American runners to breakthroughs never
imagined. Futterman interweaves the dramatic stories
of Larsen's runners with a fascinating discourse on
the science behind human running, as well as a
personal running narrative that follows Futterman's
own checkered love-affair with the sport. The result is
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a narrative that will speak to every runner, a story of
Larsen's triumphs--from high school cross-country
meets to the founding of the cult-favorite, 70's
running group, the Jamul Toads; from his long tenure
as head coach at UCLA to the secret training regimen
of world champion athletes like Larsen's protégé, Meb
Keflezighi. Running to the Edge is a page-turner . . . a
relentless crusade to run faster, farther.

The Idea of You
I never meant to be the other woman Jake and I felt a
connection the moment he walked into my life, an
attraction both of us tried so hard to deny. Still, I
found myself longing for the very thing I couldn't
have. I didn't set out to fall in love with Jake. Not
when he clearly wasn't mine. He was my mother's.

Disarming Words
In a book that radically challenges conventional
understandings of the dynamics of cultural
imperialism, Shaden M. Tageldin unravels the
complex relationship between translation and
seduction in the colonial context. She examines the
afterlives of two occupations of Egypt—by the French
in 1798 and by the British in 1882—in a rich
comparative analysis of acts, fictions, and theories
that translated the European into the Egyptian, the
Arab, or the Muslim. Tageldin finds that the encounter
with European Orientalism often invited colonized
Egyptians to imagine themselves "equal" to or even
"masters" of their colonizers, and thus, paradoxically,
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to translate themselves toward—virtually into—the
European. Moving beyond the domination/resistance
binary that continues to govern understandings of
colonial history, Tageldin redefines cultural
imperialism as a politics of translational seduction, a
politics that lures the colonized to seek power through
empire rather than against it, thereby repressing its
inherent inequalities. She considers, among others,
the interplays of Napoleon and Hasan al-'Attar; Rifa'a
al-Tahtawi, Silvestre de Sacy, and Joseph Agoub;
Cromer, 'Ali Mubarak, Muhammad al-Siba'i, and
Thomas Carlyle; Ibrahim 'Abd al-Qadir al-Mazini,
Muhammad Husayn Haykal, and Ahmad Hasan alZayyat; and Salama Musa, G. Elliot Smith, Naguib
Mahfouz, and Lawrence Durrell. In conversation with
new work on translation, comparative literature,
imperialism, and nationalism, Tageldin engages
postcolonial and poststructuralist theorists from
Frantz Fanon, Edward Said, and Gayatri Spivak to Jean
Baudrillard, Walter Benjamin, Emile Benveniste, and
Jacques Derrida.

Illicit
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A STARZ
ORIGINAL SERIES Unrivaled storytelling. Unforgettable
characters. Rich historical detail. These are the
hallmarks of Diana Gabaldon’s work. Her New York
Times bestselling Outlander novels have earned the
praise of critics and captured the hearts of millions of
fans. Here is the story that started it all, introducing
two remarkable characters, Claire Beauchamp Randall
and Jamie Fraser, in a spellbinding novel of passion
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and history that combines exhilarating adventure with
a love story for the ages. One of the top ten bestloved novels in America, as seen on PBS’s The Great
American Read! Scottish Highlands, 1945. Claire
Randall, a former British combat nurse, is just back
from the war and reunited with her husband on a
second honeymoon when she walks through a
standing stone in one of the ancient circles that dot
the British Isles. Suddenly she is a Sassenach—an
“outlander”—in a Scotland torn by war and raiding
clans in the year of Our Lord . . . 1743. Claire is
catapulted into the intrigues of a world that threatens
her life, and may shatter her heart. Marooned amid
danger, passion, and violence, Claire learns her only
chance of safety lies in Jamie Fraser, a gallant young
Scots warrior. What begins in compulsion becomes
urgent need, and Claire finds herself torn between
two very different men, in two irreconcilable lives.
This eBook includes the full text of the novel plus the
following additional content: • An excerpt from Diana
Gabaldon’s Dragonfly in Amber, the second novel in
the Outlander series • An interview with Diana
Gabaldon • An Outlander reader’s guide Praise for
Outlander “Marvelous and fantastic adventures,
romance, sex . . . perfect escape reading.”—San
Francisco Chronicle “History comes deliciously alive
on the page.”—New York Daily News

Dating Games
PART FIVE OF JUNE GRAY'S DISARM SERIES The past
has a way of catching up A long time has passed
since Elsie's heart was broken, since the person who
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always shielded her from pain broke her heart. Just
when she begins to rebuild, Henry returns and upends
everything all over again. Don't miss Capture, part six
of the Disarm series!

Daring Young Men
Were World Wars I and II inevitable? Were they
necessary wars? Or were they products of calamitous
failures of judgment? In this monumental and
provocative history, Patrick Buchanan makes the case
that, if not for the blunders of British
statesmen–Winston Churchill first among them–the
horrors of two world wars and the Holocaust might
have been avoided and the British Empire might
never have collapsed into ruins. Half a century of
murderous oppression of scores of millions under the
iron boot of Communist tyranny might never have
happened, and Europe’s central role in world affairs
might have been sustained for many generations.
Among the British and Churchillian errors were: • The
secret decision of a tiny cabal in the inner Cabinet in
1906 to take Britain straight to war against Germany,
should she invade France • The vengeful Treaty of
Versailles that mutilated Germany, leaving her bitter,
betrayed, and receptive to the appeal of Adolf Hitler •
Britain’s capitulation, at Churchill’s urging, to
American pressure to sever the Anglo-Japanese
alliance, insulting and isolating Japan, pushing her
onto the path of militarism and conquest • The
greatest mistake in British history: the unsolicited war
guarantee to Poland of March 1939, ensuring the
Second World War Certain to create controversy and
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spirited argument, Churchill, Hitler, and “the
Unnecessary War” is a grand and bold insight into the
historic failures of judgment that ended centuries of
European rule and guaranteed a future no one who
lived in that vanished world could ever have
envisioned.

Donut the Destroyer
PART ONE OF JUNE GRAY'S DISARM SERIES Even the
deepest secrets always find a way to surface Twentysix-year-old Elsie Sherman has had a crush on her
brother's best friend, Henry Logan, since she was
twelve years old. Unfortunately, Henry has only ever
treated her like a younger sister, stepping into her
brother's shoes after he was killed in action. That is,
until one night, when one dance ignites a sensual fire
between the two, leaving Elsie aroused and confused.
Is she allowed to lust after her surrogate big brother
who also happens to be her roommate? But Henry, an
Air Force officer, has been harboring two secrets—one
will bring them together and the other will tear them
apart—and it is up to Elsie to decide if their
relationship is worth fighting for. Don't miss Besiege,
part two of the Disarm series!

Engage (Disarm #5)
* Finalist for the National Book Award in Poetry * *
Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award in
Poetry * Finalist for the National Book Critics Circle
Award in Criticism * Winner of the NAACP Image
Award * Winner of the L.A. Times Book Prize * Winner
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of the PEN Open Book Award * ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New Yorker, Boston Globe,
The Atlantic, BuzzFeed, NPR. Los Angeles Times,
Publishers Weekly, Slate, Time Out New York, Vulture,
Refinery 29, and many more . . . A provocative
meditation on race, Claudia Rankine's long-awaited
follow up to her groundbreaking book Don't Let Me Be
Lonely: An American Lyric. Claudia Rankine's bold
new book recounts mounting racial aggressions in
ongoing encounters in twenty-first-century daily life
and in the media. Some of these encounters are
slights, seeming slips of the tongue, and some are
intentional offensives in the classroom, at the
supermarket, at home, on the tennis court with
Serena Williams and the soccer field with Zinedine
Zidane, online, on TV-everywhere, all the time. The
accumulative stresses come to bear on a person's
ability to speak, perform, and stay alive. Our
addressability is tied to the state of our belonging,
Rankine argues, as are our assumptions and
expectations of citizenship. In essay, image, and
poetry, Citizen is a powerful testament to the
individual and collective effects of racism in our
contemporary, often named "post-race" society.

The 30-Day Thyroid Reset Plan
In 2005, Father Julián Carrón became the leader of
the global ecclesial movement Communion and
Liberation, following the death of the movement's
founder, Father Luigi Giussani. Disarming Beauty is
the English translation of an engaging and thoughtprovoking collection of essays by one of the principal
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Catholic leaders and intellectuals in the world today.
Adapted from talks given by Fr. Carrón, these essays
have been thoroughly reworked by the author to offer
an organic presentation of a decade-long journey.
They present the content of his elaboration of the
gospel message in light of the tradition of Fr.
Giussani, the teachings of the popes, and the urgent
needs of contemporary people. Carrón offers a broad
diagnosis of challenges in society and then introduces
their implications in contexts such as families,
schools, workplaces, and political communities. In a
dialogue with his listeners, he inspires and
encourages them to lay out a new path for the
Catholic church and the world. Throughout his essays,
Carrón addresses the most pressing questions facing
theologians today and provides insights that will
interest everyone, from the most devout to the firm
nonbeliever. Grappling with the interaction of
Christian faith and modern culture, Carrón treats in
very real and concrete ways what is essential to
maintaining and developing Christian faith, and he
invites an ongoing conversation about the meaning of
faith, truth, and freedom.

Disarming the Narcissist
June Gray's bestselling erotic serial is now available in
print for the first time—as one complete novel. When
the secrets of the past begin to surface, the truth can
be disarming… Twenty-six-year-old Elsie Sherman has
had a crush on her brother’s best friend, Henry Logan,
since she was twelve years old. Unfortunately,
Henry—now an Air Force officer—has only ever
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treated her like a younger sister, stepping into her
brother’s shoes after he was killed in action. That is,
until the night when one dance ignites a sensual fire
between the two, leaving Elsie aroused and confused.
Is she allowed to lust after her surrogate big brother,
who also happens to be her roommate? As the
passion between them crosses the line into a territory
that teases with the forbidden, Elsie decides to give
herself to the man she has always desired. But Elsie is
not prepared for where the relationship will take her.
Henry has been harboring two secrets. One can bring
them closer together. The other will tear them apart.
Now, with each startling new revelation, Elsie realizes
that only she can decide if the past can ever be
forgiven—and if a future with Henry is worth fighting
for. Includes a never-before-published bonus short
story.

Besiege (Disarm #2)
Homage to Catalonia is George Orwell's account of
the Spanish Civil War. It was the last and most mature
of Orwell's documentary books.

Disarming Strangers
In June 1994 the United States went to the brink of
war with North Korea. With economic sanctions
impending, President Bill Clinton approved the
dispatch of substantial reinforcements to Korea, and
plans were prepared for attacking the North's nuclear
weapons complex. The turning point came in an
extraordinary private diplomatic initiative by former
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President Jimmy Carter and others to reverse the
dangerous American course and open the way to a
diplomatic settlement of the nuclear crisis. Few
Americans know the full details behind this story or
perhaps realize the devastating impact it could have
had on the nation's post-Cold War foreign policy. In
this lively and authoritative book, Leon Sigal offers an
inside look at how the Korean nuclear crisis
originated, escalated, and was ultimately defused. He
begins by exploring a web of intelligence failures by
the United States and intransigence within South
Korea and the International Atomic Energy Agency.
Sigal pays particular attention to an American
mindset that prefers coercion to cooperation in
dealing with aggressive nations. Drawing upon indepth interviews with policymakers from the countries
involved, he discloses the details of the buildup to
confrontation, American refusal to engage in
diplomatic give-and-take, the Carter mission, and the
diplomatic deal of October 1994. In the post-Cold War
era, the United States is less willing and able than
before to expend unlimited resources abroad; as a
result it will need to act less unilaterally and more in
concert with other nations. What will become of an
American foreign policy that prefers coercion when
conciliation is more likely to serve its national
interests? Using the events that nearly led the United
States into a second Korean War, Sigal explores the
need for policy change when it comes to addressing
the challenge of nuclear proliferation and avoiding
conflict with nations like Russia, Iran, and Iraq. What
the Cuban missile crisis was to fifty years of
superpower conflict, the North Korean nuclear crisis is
to the coming era.
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Tongue Fu!
How does a group that operates terror cells and
espouses violence become a ruling political party?
How is the world to understand and respond to
Hamas, the militant Islamist organization that
Palestinian voters brought to power in the stunning
election of January 2006? This important book
provides the most fully researched assessment of
Hamas ever written. Matthew Levitt, a
counterterrorism expert with extensive field
experience in Israel, the West Bank, and Gaza, draws
aside the veil of legitimacy behind which Hamas
hides. He presents concrete, detailed evidence from
an extensive array of international intelligence
materials, including recently declassified CIA, FBI, and
Department of Homeland Security reports. Levitt
demolishes the notion that Hamas’ military, political,
and social wings are distinct from one another and
catalogues the alarming extent to which the
organization’s political and social welfare leaders
support terror. He exposes Hamas as a unitary
organization committed to a militant Islamist
ideology, urges the international community to take
heed, and offers well-considered ideas for countering
the significant threat Hamas poses.

Surrender
A groundbreaking paperback original offers advice,
charts, and checklists for fostering wellness through
home furnishing placement and design.
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Hamas
In a study that will radically shift our understanding of
Civil War literature, Elizabeth Young shows that
American women writers have been profoundly
influenced by the Civil War and that, in turn, their
works have contributed powerfully to conceptions of
the war and its aftermath. Offering fascinating
reassessments of works by white writers such as
Harriet Beecher Stowe, Louisa May Alcott, and
Margaret Mitchell and African-American writers
including Elizabeth Keckley, Frances Harper, and
Margaret Walker, Young also highlights crucial but
lesser-known texts such as the memoirs of women
who masqueraded as soldiers. In each case she
explores the interdependence of gender with issues of
race, sexuality, region, and nation. Combining literary
analysis, cultural history, and feminist theory,
Disarming the Nation argues that the Civil War
functioned in women's writings to connect female
bodies with the body politic. Women writers used the
idea of "civil war" as a metaphor to represent
struggles between and within women—including
struggles against the cultural prescriptions of
"civility." At the same time, these writers also
reimagined the nation itself, foregrounding women in
their visions of America at war and in peace. In a
substantial afterword, Young shows how
contemporary black and white women—including
those who crossdress in Civil War
reenactments—continue to reshape the meanings of
the war in ways startlingly similar to their nineteenthcentury counterparts. Learned, witty, and accessible,
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Disarming the Nation provides fresh and compelling
perspectives on the Civil War, women's writing, and
the many unresolved "civil wars" within American
culture today.
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